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HISTORY AND DEVELOPMENT OF 'IRE CONVENTIONS
A.ND TRADITIONS OF 'mE PASTORAL ELEGY
CUUIINATING IN AND INCLUDING AN
ANALYSIS OF Mll.TON 1S LYCIDJS
Introduction
The influence of the Greek and Latin Classics on the literature
of Modern F.arope is no 'Where so definitely illustrated as in the history of pastoral poetry.

According to George Norlin, •The haunting

melodies of the Greek pastoral and their graceful echoes in the Eclogues of Verg:tl have produced a charm so enticing to later poets in this

field that not only the general structure of the Classical. models, but
the turn or phrase, style, and musical names they give to their rustic
characters, have persisted through centuries of pastoral songJ even
to the time of John Kilton and in some instances even later.nl Milton
too was affected by the haunting verse of the pastoral so mu.ch so that
one of his most striking efforts at verse, I§:oidas, has been rewarded
by being proclaimed one of the greatest of all pastoral types, the

elegy.

One

does not fail to note, however, that Lyoidas does not con-

form to the entire set of conventions which characterized the pastoral
elegies of earlier ages.
According~, one wonders when and with whom did this set of conventions originate and whether or not a poem can be rightfully labeled
a pastoral elegy if it does not conform to these conventions.

The

problem, therefore, is to trace the origin and development of the conventions of the pastoral elegy to disoover where, when and by whom

George Norlin,
Alllerican Journal

11

The Conventions of the Pastoral Elegy,"
XXXII, 294-95 (19ll).

2£ Philologz,

2

they were first used, and to analyze Milton's Lycidas in terms of
these established conventions to discover, if possible, how it merits
its great popularity as a pastoral elegy•
This problem is significant because the pastoral elegy, as a type
of poetry, declined after Milton, so much so that few poets, if any•
have used this form in recent years.

It is therefore significant to

understand how the form developed so that one might possibly establish
reasons for its decline, as well as analyze qcidas, its most noted
poem.
Admittedly, the pastoral elegy is so closely allied an:f-' relat ed.
to so many different poetic forms that it defies precise definition.
However, this study will not be concerned with all forms related by
subject matter or setting to the pastoral.

It wi.il be concerned with

those forms of poetry only, -which have contributed definite conventions

to the form.

Only qcidas will be analyzed and treated in terms of

the conventions.

Later pastoral elegies will be treated briefly in an

effort to establish reasons for the decline of the pastoral form.
To provide a basis for investigation of the conventions of this
poetic form and for an analysis of Izy-cidas, the writer accepts the
theory that all the conventions found in Lycidas may be traced to
earlier pastoral elegies, that the pastoral elegy its height under the
pen of John Milton., and that reasons for its decline ma;y be gleaned
from a study of its origin and development.
It is asswned that the earlier poetic types included in this st'ildy
supplied the conventions of the pastoral elegy and that a study or

3

Milton I a treatment of such will attest the classif'ioation of Lycidas
as the la:Jt of the truly great pastoral elegies.
assumptions., the writer proposes to

show

Working upon these

that the traditions and con-

ventions of the pastoral elegy- were contributed and developed by
writers throughout the ages., and that the pastoral elegy- reached its
zenith in Milton I s qcidas.

The -writer further proposes to establish

reasons for its decline as a type of literature and to support these
with evidence taken from literary history and critici3Jll.
Many

of the terms used in this study warrant defi.n i tion.

Con-

ventions, as used in this study., refer to the establiahed elpents
and divisions of the pastoral elegy.

Traditions, as used here., refer

to delivery., or the long established manner of handling the divisions.,
subject matter., and characters of the pastoral elegy-. ill poetic
terms., including the pastoral elegy are de.fined as used in the taxt
of the study.

The data for this study were secured from thew. R. Banks Library,
Prairie View., Texa:s., the University of Texas Library., Austin; Texas,

the Huston-Tillotson Library., Austin., Texas., and the
Library-., Georgetown., Texas•

Cody

Memorial

CHAPTER I
FORERUNNERS OF THE PASTORAL ELEGY

The pastoral elegy is a term with many meanings and defini t.iona.
Norlin defines it as •a form of lyric poetry lamenting the death~ the
absence, or the loss of one dearly beloved." 1

Gilbert Hi.ghat, on the

other hand, axplains it as "a po8l'll in which the poet mourns the premature death of his friends, emphasizes the youth and freshness or
the dead, and depicts them in a wild woodland setting, lamented by
shepherds, huntsmen, ard nature spirits."2
The pastoral elegy had its origin in past.oral poetry which evokes

.

the happy life or shepherds, its ideal being the uneventful coun-trylife, •easy live and quietly die."

Pastoral lite is characterized by

simple folk music, especia.J.:q singing and piping, celebrating purityof morals, simplicity or manners, healthy diet, plain clothing and
an unspoilt way of living in contrast to the anxiety and corruption
of existence in great cities and royal courts.3

It is lmown that

there were singing contests between the shepherds at the Sicilian
festivals of Artemis and it is possible that the competition~ have
been sufficien~ influenced by other orders of civilization to have
given a definite pastoral coloring to their songs.

Doubtless shep-

herds singing as they- tended their flocks on Sicilian hills, produced

1George Norlin, 11 The Conventions of the Pastoral Kl.egy,"

rnu,295, (1911)
2oilbert Highet, The Classical -Tradition, (OX:f'ord: Clarendon

.American Joamal ~ Philology,

Press, 1949) P• 173. -

,!

real songs that formed the basis for the later conventions ot the
pastoral elegy.

Thus

1M may

safe'.cy sa::, that the earliest pastoral

poetry- with which we are acquainted was directly born of "the contrast
between the recollection of a childhood spent among the Sicilian uplands and the crowded social and intellectual city life of Alexandria.4
The pastoral lament began as an artistic form w.i.th Theocritus
(270 B.c.) whose bucolic idylls first mentioned the familiar pastoral.

characters., Daphnis, Corydan, .Alllaryllis., and Lycidas.5 Theocritus'

poems, according to Highet, were called nIdylls" a word of obscure
origin and meaning, but thought to mean "a little individual poem.n 6

Theooritua placed his idylls in Sici]J; their characters spoke the
Dorio dialect of Greece, and the poems were marked by exquisite music
in sound and rbyt.hm.

It was for his own solace, forgetful for a

moment of the intrigue of court. life and uncertain sunshine ot princes,

that he wrote his Sicilian Idylls.

With a definite poetic genius,

he recorded his memories of the happy life on the Sicilian hills with
a genuine and lOITing f ai t.hf'ulness of detail which may also be found in

the folk songs of the southem part of Sici'.cy • 7 Theocritus• ~idylls
were genuinely realistic, according to Greg who credits Theocritus
with raising the pastoral life of Sioi:cy' into the realms of ideal

Ibid.

~ b i a Encyclopedia, vol. II, 1351 (New York: 1940).
6i'lighet, ~• cit., P• 163.

-

?Ibid.

-
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poetry, without dissociating his versions from reality.

Greg in-

sists that Theocritus• art is based on an almost passionate sympathy
with actual human natuire, and that this is the "fount of his inspiration, the theme of his song.•8
Theoor:t tus unconsciously developed in his idylls the lines which
later pastoral elegies were to follow.

From Idyll I sprang many of

the conventions and from Idyl VII com.es the precedent for the introduction of the author.

From this idyl the evolution of the pastoral

elegy has centered about the poet-shepherd., whose role increases in

importance as the elegy is removed from realism.9

In time, the dis-

tinction of the pastoral elegy came to be measured, not primarily
by- the sinoeri ty of the poets grief in the loss of a friend, but byhis mode o.f giving expression to his own idea about life.IO

The ear4r realisra of pastoral poetry as regards both the scenery

it described and the peasants through whose eyes the
to appear, soon faded away.

cenery was made

Of this change from realism, Thrall and

Hibbard says

In classical literature the pastoral held a
definite position as a conventional form, the poet
(Virgil is an exaXlple) wr:1. ting of his friends and acquaintances as though they were poetic shepherds
moving through rural scenes. The farm is artificial

Bwa1ter Greg, Pastoral Poeyz and Pastoral Dr&llJ!, (Londonz
A. H. Bullen, 19()6) P• io.
-

9Ibid.

lo"::':
lhomas P • Harrison, The Pastoral

fegy:5. - Anthology,

(Austina University- of TaxasPress, 1939 P•

.An
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and unnatural, the II shepherds" or the pastora1
often speaking in courtly- l.anguage and appearing
in dress more appropriate to the dra:;1hroom
than to rock3'" hills and swampy meadows.
Another forerunner of the pastoral. elegy- was the "pastourelle"
ii'hich possibly developed from the medieval. wooing game and wooingsongs.12

Of this medieval. type dial.ogue poem, WiDiam

T. Jones says,

The pastourelle is a little pastoral, half
dialogue and half recital. The plot is a simple
ones a youth or noble famD.J', riding in the country,
sees a pretty maiden and diSillounts to woo her, successful. or not, after wooing he mounts and rides
a~. The best surviving pastourelles are Provencal,
they occur in French, Italian, and English. In all
languages they preserve certain asily recognizable
structural aharacteristicsJ they display a great
variety- of styleJ in Provencal they are very world:Q"
and prone to deal with the metaphysics of loveJ in
French they are changeable, and coarser; in English
few sUI'V'ive. The form influenced the pastoral dialogue and lyrics.13
The secular and religious poetry or the Middle Ages affected
the early pastourelle and the existence of this poetry- aide

by-

side

with the pastourelle tradition and the religious use of pastoral

imagery caused the modern world to develop its own v rsion of pastoral

after 'Which the el.ements were blended with the classical tradition.14
William F. Thral.l and Addison Hibbard, two literary historians WO

ll.William F. ~all and Addison Hibbard, .l Handboo11 to Literature,
(New York: Odysse;r·Press, 1936) P• 303.
l2 Ibid., P• 305 •
1
3wi111am T. Jones, ~ Pastourelle, (Massachusetts, 1931) p. ~.
14Frank Kermode, En'lish Pastoral
(London, George o.
Harrap and Company, 1952 P• ,36.

Poetrz,
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have made a study of the pastourelle, trace it to Latin, French and
They define it ass

English.

••• A medieval dialogue poem in which a shepheriess
In Latin
~toralia a scholar does the courting; in French and
glish, a poet. The body of the poem is the dialogue
in which the case is argued • • • In the English f om
the poet asks to accompany the maid to the field.a. The
pastourelle possibly" developed from popu1ar wooinggames and wooing songa.15
is wooed by a man of higher social rank.

The pastourelle takes its :name trom. the shepherdess because she
is the principal character and prominent element in the story.

The

earlier p~tourelle had alight influence on the later pastorala.16

.Another forerunner of the pastoral elegy is the eclogue.

The

term • eclogue• origj.nally" meant • selection" and was applied to almost
arr:, moderately short poem or to a passage from a longer one.

It came

to have its present restricted meaning of a formal pastoral poem in
which shepherds are

the speakers around the second century, after

the term was applied to Vergila• Bu.colica.17
According to Thrall and Hibbard the conventional eclogue type

includes:
1.

The singing match: two shepherds have a singing

contest on a wager or for a prize, a third shepherd acting as j'UdgeJ
2.

The rustic dialogue I two rude •wwains• engage in
banter, perhaps over a mis tress, perhaps over their
nocksJ

l5Thrall and Hibbard, nn. cit., p. 305.
16Jones, 2£• cit., p. =.
6. 17'.l'hrall and Hibbard, 9£• cit., p. l.42.

9

3.

the dirge or lament for a dead shepherdJ

4. The love-lays a shepherd

may sing a song of
courtship or a shepherd or shepherdess ll8y complain of disappointment in loveJ

5.

The eulogy: oral or written composition
praising the character or life of a person.18

The eclogue remained for eighteen centuries a form based upon
artificiality and conventions.
Maria K.

Bragg, who made a study of the eclogue, gives its three

conventions as 1
1.

The Sicilian landscape, which was afterwards
adopted artificially as the setting for Engli11h
pastorals.

2.

The pathetic fallacy.

3. Allegory, the representing of imaginary creatures
or things u having human personalities, intelligence
and emotions.19
The •pathetic fallacy" i• a phrase coined by John Ruskin to denote

the tendency or poets and writers of impassioned prose to credit nature
with the emotions of human beings.

In a larger sense, the pathetic

fallacy is any false emotionalism in writing, resulting in a too im,.
passioned description of nature.20
The eclogue contributed many of the conventions to be used later
in the pastoral. elegy.

still another forerunner of the pastoral elegy is the form used
extensively in early Greek and Latin literature known as the elegy-.

Ibid.
1 9Marian K. Bragg, The Formal Eclogue in Eighteenth Centur,Y
England, (Orono, Maine: University Press, !"§26) p. 6
2°'rhrall and Hibbard, ££• .2!!•, P• J06

10
The word •elegy" comes from the Greek •el.egia" meaning •song of mourning"
however the elegy- has not alwa;rs been restricted to the song of sorrow.

21

The earliest Greek elegies which have come dom to us are not
f\meral, although it is possible that the primitive ~ have been a set
of words public]Jr used with music at a buria1. 22

'1ne term, Elegy, wu

applied in classical Greek 11terature to any poem written in the elegiac
couplet, no matter what its subject.

When the elegy appears in sur-

viving Greek literature, we find it dedicated not to death, but to war
and love.

The characteristics or the Greek elegy were the Dorian

spirit ot chivalry and war combined with mruicy love.23

The earliest La.tin elegies were elegies pertaining to love.

In

the Latin elegies each couplet consisted of a hexameter and pentameter.
The theme of such songs varied, the term being employed for the form
rather than the spirit.

This elegiac measure seems to have settled

the type of Latin elegy.24
In mod.-n literature, the elegy has lllOBtly been associated with
the spirit or subject matter rather than the form and has come

to be

understood as a short mourning or memorial song, usually a tribute to
an individual, but sometimes more generally of a mournful character,
setting forth the poet's meditations upon deatti. 2S

2l-W:1.lliam

Little and c. T~ Onion, Shorter Oxford En lish Diction;I, Vol I, (Oxford: University Press, 1936), p.
James H. Hanford,"The Pastoral Elegy- and Milton's Lycidas,•
Publication of the Modern Language Association of America, Vol. XXY,
P• 312 (l9l0J 2 3Ibid• ., p. 313

24Grolier's lmcyclopedia, Vol IV, 306, {London:
Publishers, 19$2).

s9'. -

Grolier Society

2-'William J. Long, English Literature, (Boston: Ginn and Canpany,

1919) PP• 307-309•

ll

From these three earlier poetic types, the once popular form
called the "pastoral elegy" evolved.

CHAPTER II
DEVELOPMENT OF

THE

CONVENTIONALIZED

PASTORAL ELEnY

The pastoral. elegy is a form of poetry representing a combination
or pastoral. verse, the pastoral. eclogue and the elegy.
tel'll comes

Defined, the

to mean a poem employing conventional pastoral imagery,

written in dignified serious language, and taking as its theme, the
expression of grief at the loss of a friend or important person.
The pastoral elegy as a type was not the product of one poet, :in
fact, it represents a gradual developlllent of a fora first made popular

by Theocritus• idylls in the third century B.

c.

Theocritus wrote,

as has been explained, short sketchee depicting the simple, rustic
life in Sicily.

His idyls were of lll8IJiY types, but the most interesting

were the "mimes, n which represented dramatic pictures of town ard
country life in m.onoluge or dialogue form.

these works are traditionally

lmown as pastorals or "bucolics" and were generally based on the rust:lo

lays of Sicilian shepherds

and herdsmen. 1

Theocritus unconsciously developed in his idyls, the form which
later pastoral elegies were to follow.

From Idyl I sprang~most of the

conventions such as the retrain, the lament (all nature mourning), the

serenade, the fiower passage, and the contest for a prize.

This latter

convention eventually disappeared, but for a type, it was very popular.
From Idy-1 VII comes the integral suggeation that the poet represent

1i.:i.ii.1an

Hornstein, at. al. , The Reader•• 2fflmrl.on to World
Literature• (Hew York: DcydenPress, 1956), pp.
-423. -
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himself in the poem.

Here is the definite birth of a convention to

become a part of the conventionalized elegy, for in succeeding ages,
personal allegory becomes all important.

Idyl VII provided for the

introduction of the author and from thence on, the development of the
pastoral elegy has centered around the poet-shepherd whose role increased in importance as the pastoral elegy became farther and farther
removed from its original realism.
In treating the deve~opment of the pastoral elegy from Theocritus
forward, writers indicate that Moschus and Bion carried forward the
tradition in severa.i. particulars .
Nor in credits Moschus, the Greek poet who fiourished around 1>0

B. C. , 'With the convention which calls for the subject of the vastoraL
elegy to masquerade as a herdsman moving amid rustic scenes .

Norlin

says that Moschus' hero, uniike the real shepherds and herdsmen of
'l'heocri tus, is not a shepherd at a.Ll but a poet - in f aet, the poet
Bion, whose only connection with pastoral life is that he too wrote
verses in the pastoral vein.

Here in Moschus I poem,

0

Lament for

Bion," one finds for the first time the pastoral form "used to express
in poetic metaphor the sorrow of t hose -who loved a singer and a

friend. u2 Hanford agrees that Moschus established the conventional
use of pastoral imagery in elegies on the death of real persons and
adds that t he characterization of the poet as a shepherd gives rise
to another convention, namely the fiction that the writer of the elegy-

2aeroge Norlin, 11 The Conventions of the Pastoral Elegy.,"
American Journal of Philology., XXIII.,123- 5 (1911) .

14
is himself the poetical successor of the dead.3
According to Greg, Moschus t style is not so original nor so

vivid as is the style of Bion., but it is characterized by a certain
delicate sentimentality alien to the spirit of either of his predeoassors.4 The change from. a genuine love of nature to a worldweartneas on the part of the shepherd swain is evident in Moschus •
Greg, in his study of the pastoral elegy., seems to express the idea
that Moschus 1 dirge for Bion has become the model even more than
'lbeocritus 1 first idyll., for the later pastoral dirges.

According

to Greg., t he pensive style is well adapted to portray simple and

natural grief and because death is a natural and inescapabl.e phenomenon of nature, it is best associated with natural surroundings.
This association was to find supreme expression in qcidas.5
Bion., the Greek contemporary of Moschus, flourished around 100
B.C. He is remembered as an author chief':cy for his "Lament for Adonis."
Bion., like Theocritus and Moschus., continued the "refrain" and helped
to establish it as a stock feature or convention of the later pastoral

elegy.

Bion also continued the "all nature mourns" kno'Wll later as

the pathetic fallacy.

In Bion 1 s Hl,ament" the mountains, trees, springs,

and rivers mourn for Adonis.6

Bion., while considered. more original and more vivid than many- of

his contemporaries, is credited with contributing in large measure to

3J. H. Hanford, "The Pastoral Elegy and Milton's Lycidas "
Publication~ -.!:!:!!, Modern Language Association, XXV,414 (1910).
4wa.1ter w. Greg., Pastoral Poetry and Pastoral Drama, (London,
A.. H. Bullen, 19()6), P• 11.
5Ibide
6Norlin.,

.91?.· ~-,

p.

12s.
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the artificiality of style which became so very characteristic of
the pastoral elegy of later years.

Of greater importance than Bion and Moschus in the development
of the conventions of the pastoral elegy was the Roman poet, Virgil
'Who lived between 70 and 19

B.c.

of the "Idyls" of Theocritus.

Virgil wrote eclogues in imitation

Of these eclogues, Hornstein says,

There is great beauty in the :Eclogues, but
it is beauty separated from reality& no shepherd ever
sang as Vergils • do; no countryside can be found
like his. Nevertheless, these poems show a true
love of nature and a deep sympathy for humanity.7

Frank Hamblin, in a study of allegory in classical poetry- says

of Virgil:
It was Vergil who Romanized the pastoral,
changed somewhat its traditions, giving it wide
range in his eclogues and adding more variety in
the purposes or uses of the pastoral • .Allegory,
however, is used only to a very limited extent • • •
Allegory is the treatment of a subject, an action,
or a description in 'Which the objects or incidents
or people are presented through personitication or
symbolism. The allegory in Vergil is therefore comparable to the poet shepherd masquerade which was
seen in Theocritus a.dy1ls, little pictures of rural
life •• • Vergil gave illlpetus to the study of the
pastoral; he remained popular and his work is that
of a genius and scholar.B

Critics generally agree that it was Virgil who turned the pastoral

in the direction from 'Which it never afterwards swerved, and because
he developed the eologue to its height, later wri tera strove vainl.7
to attain his excellence.

?Harrison, 91?.• cit., pp. 468-9.
8Frank R. Hamblin, The Development of Allegoxz in the Classioal
Pastoral, {Chicagoa University Press, !928), pp. W-65':'"

16
Virgil began the dissociation of the pastoral from the conditions of actual life, presenting, as he did the shepherds without
the features of the homely keeper of the flocks, and it was he who
introduced landscapes, imaginary or undefined.9

Once the unreality

was started, each poet 'Who followed Virgil took the pastoral and

fashioned it to his own particular needs or requirements.

Of this

unreality., Greg indicates that the realistic or natural presentation
of active shepherd.' s life is not the essential quality of the pastoral;
thus, this unreality introduced by Virgil, this presentation of the
homely nockkeepers and his introduction of landscape became essential
parts of the pastoral which were later to be incorporated into the
pastoral elegy-.10
From the beginning of pastoral poetry through the time of
Virgil, we have the following features which became knolffl as the conventions of the pastoral elegy-s
1.
2.

The refrain - first begun by Theocritus and con.tinued by Moschus, Bion and Virgil.

"ill nature llourna" knows as the ;eathetie fallacy,
described as having originated with Theocritus when the mountains and trees mourned for Adonis.
Bion and Virgil continued this convention.
Hanford calls it a second motive of the elegy
in which "the shepherd as a rustic poet is the
partioular darling of all the creatures of the
vale, and that they all lament his death.•ll
This convention was often reversed am "natm-e
challenged to 0h4!lge her usual course and let
confusion reign.n12

9.Harrison, nn. cit., pp. 260-262.
10
::.. Gr g., Op. cit., p.

l¼anrord., nn. cit., p.
.:.;. Norlin, 2£• ~~, P•

12

415.
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3. ~Where Were Ye,

Nymphs?" This is explained
as one of the most artifioial of the conventions in the pastoral. It had a per.rectly
natural origin in Theocritus• lament. Daphnia.,
'Ib.eocritus t hero had passed his childhood with
the Nymphs, who brought him up, and it is
natural that Thyris reproaches them for being
absent when Daphnis was dying.13

4.

The Procession of Mourners is described as an
artificial formula derived from a perfectly
natural passage in Theocritus men all the
mountain shepherds came to mourn Daphnis I death.
Virgil used this convention extensively-. 14

5. The flower passage" in which

the friends of
the dead came in a procession with flowers to
deck the grave of the dead shepherd actually
began with Bion., although suggestions of au.oh ,r:'
a passage may be f'ound as early as Theocritus •..i.;;>

6. The invective against death., sometimes called the
"Riddle of this painful earth•., ia a conventional
passage found in nearly every dirge., ancient or
modern. It expresses better resentment against
the cruel fate which blasts life in the bud or
cuts it off in the fullness of its flower. This
convention., first used by Bion., is described
by Norlin as a very natural resentment against
death. This naturally melancholy mood., born of
a sense of bereavement., expresses itself in the
form of a contrast itself, in the fom or a contrast drawn between the immortality of nature'•
life and the mortality of man. Norlin eJgpresses
no surprise that it became one of the most
striking and moi effective conventions of the
pastoral elegy.

6

7. "Pease., peace., He is not Dead" or the declaration of belief in some form of immortality.
This conventional ending of the pastoral elegy
on a note of joy began with Virgil's fif'th

eclogue, although hints of its appearance are
evident., even before Bion and Moschus., says
Norlin. This form is a transition or change
ijibid._, p. 133
l.4Ibid., p • 137 •
15Ibid.,
l6Ibide
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of mood from an expression of despair to an
element o! reassurance, of consolation in the
thought that the dead is not dead, but lives
on in another world.17
1\lough most of the -conventions of the pastoral elegy had been
introduced and permanently affixed to the form by the time of Virgil,
several later writers made definite contributions to the form.

()le

such later contribution, so often or so generall.y found in putoral
elegies that it is now listed as a convention is the "digression,•
generally on the church.

This is kno"Wil as the conventional "attack

on the clergyf'.

Hanford contends that this convention began in the

fourth century.

According to Hanford, it was a fourth century Latin

eclogue by Servius Sanotius that opened the way for treatment of
ecclesticstieal matters.18 Harrison, on the other hand, credits a
ninth century eclogue

b,y

Radbert with permanently affixing the con-

vention by introducing church matters into all the elegies written
for departed m.onka.19
Petrarch, Italian poet and scholar of the fourteenth century,
is given credi t for the introduction of religious reflections or
church satire in the pastoral elegies of Rome. ~. is also credited
with the introduction of a second digression - one on •.tame.•

Han-

ford•~ that the pastoral elegy has been used again and again since
the time of Petrarch as a means of expressing in a modest disguise,

the personal aspirations of the poet. 20 Thompson cites the origin

l7fid,

PP•

144-8.

18 an.ford, 9?.• cit., p. 428.
l9Harrison, nn.- cit., p. 292.
2~---.::.;, cit.,
-naruord, Op.
p. 427 •
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of this digression as the "November Eclogue" of Spenser's Shepheardes
Calender in 157~1

This digression is justified by Ha.nford, who

This sense of personal relation as a poet
to the subject of his song justifies the writer
in all.owing himself digressions concernin~ his
Olm poetic achievements and inspirations. 2
The framework of the pastoral elegy-, according to Norlin, consists of a comentional. 11 dramatic introduction, talk, praises of the
singer.•23

Ada.ms speaks of this conventional introduction aa

11

the

emotional pattern which begins with the announcement of the friend'•
death and goes downward through various expressions of sorrow to
despa1r.n 24 Neither Norlin nor Adams 11entions the source of this
conventional opening found in most pastoral elegies.
The invocation to the
sical literat ure.

lll\l89

is a convention .familiar to all clas-

Convention demanded that the poet make an opening

address to the muses asking their assistance in the writing.

It was

traditional for epies to open in this :mannerJ therefore, one is not
surprised that this convention found its vay into the pastoral

>

elegy. 2

Milton's indebtedness to the pastoral tradition for the succe■s

and popularity oi"'lqcidaa• has long been recognized and since the
merits of the pastoral elegy does not lie so much in its originality

2lElbert N. s. Thompson, Ess!l! on Milton, {Nev Havens Yale
University Press, 1941), p. 4.
22Hanford, nn. cit., p. 427.

23Norlin, nn.
~ cit.,
p. 124.
24
~ Thrall and Hibbard,

0n.

cit., p. 216.

25Hanf'ord, 2f.• ~ , p.~41.-
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as in the faithful reproduction of the type, one expects to find
:many of the traditions faithfully reproduced in

11 Iqcidaa. 11

Hanford

reminds us that Theocritus was the greai storehouse of pastoral ma-

terial plundered and plundered again, until the incidents, expressions

and motives used by him became common pastoral property of 'Which • a
due proportion appears in •lqoidas• .1126
No better smnary of all that has been said of the origin of

the traditions and conventions of the pastoral elegy can be found
than these words by Hanford,

The works of thl!ee or four great names sum up the •
pastoral tradition before11 Lycidas"• It is to them that
poets look for inspiration - 'l'heooritus, Virgil, and
Spenser - with these Milton felt a kinship of geniusJ
from them, when he chose to write at all in the most
conventional of literary forms, he drew both the conventions themselves and the secret of finding his vq
beyond them into the reallll of lofty am original

poetry.27

CHAPTER III
AN ANALYSIS OF LYCIDAS IN TERMS OF
PASTORAL CONVENTIONS

1he poem Lycidas was composed by Milton in 1637 and published

at Cambridge in 1638.

It is a memorial poem in the alJ__egorioal style

of a pastoral, adopted by Kilton as suitable to express his feelings
for the death

or

its subject, »I.ward King. 1

F.dward King, whose death the poem oonuuamoratea, was lost by

shipwreck August 10., 1637.

King was a fellow student of Milton's

at Cambridge., but was somewhat Milton's junior.

King had been popu-

lar at Cambridge., and his loss was deeply felt.

According~, it was

proposed to publish a collection of poems in honor of the young man,
as an expression or regret by his fellow students.
ton 1 11 contribution to the collection.

Lyoidas wu Mil-

It was the last in the volume,

and proved to be the first of value., and the only one whose f8ll1e has
survived time.

It was published with the simple title of Iq';cidu.,

and signed J.M.; but when Milton published bis poems in 1645, he

added the sub-title., •In Thia Monody".a
In qcidas, Kilton adopted the pastoral style., a form of poetry

common in Milton's day.

Milton, a claasical scholar with a marvelous

memory., followed the poetic custom of age by representing both his
friend and himself in the guise
life.

or

shepherds leading

the

pastoral

Such being the oooaaion., it pleased .him to gj.ve his

1•John Milton,

Minor Poell8 1 ed.

poem a

James E. Tholl&S., (Hew York a

Silver, Burdett and Company, 1895) 1 P• 73.
2
Ibid. 1 p. 73.
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pastoral fom and to represent King under the name of LY£1das, a
word f'amiliar to Greek and Latin poetry.

Mil ton uses all the sym-

bol18lll of' his predecessors, introducing fauns, aatyra and sea ~hs.3
ly';cidas contains many of t he classical. conventions of the traditional pastoral elegy, done in the :most perfect combination and reflecting the influences of all who preceded him in pastorals of thi•

type, especially '.lheocritus, Moschus and Virg11.
'!he poem opans with a statement of the ocoasion.4 In the

opening lines,

l-14, Milton

speaks to the nowen and states the

occasion ot his poems
Yet once more, 0-,.. laurels and once more,
Ye myrtles brown, with ivy never sere,
I come to pluck your berries harsh and
crude

And with forc•d fingers rude

Shatter your leaves ~efore the mellowing
years.

Bitter constraint and sad ocoasion dear
Compels me to disturb your season dueJ
For Lycidu is dead, dead ere his prime,
Young Lycidas, and hath not left his peer.
'Who would not sing :tor Lycidas?

He krunr

Himself to sing and build the lofty
rhyme.
He must not float upon his watery- bier
Umrept, and welter to the parching wind,

'Without the 11eed of' some melodious tear • .S
Milton had determined to write no more poetry- until he had completed the period of preparation which should ripen his powers and.
enable him to enter upon the great poetic work he had in mind.

He

had not written any verses for s.veral years, but sad ocnaaion com-

pelled him to fore go his resolution, and to invoke the Muse once

3Toid., P• 74.
4Ibid., P•

74.

~das, ll.

l-14.
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more.

The laurels, the myrtles and the ivy are symbols of poetic

faru.

The poet comes to pluck the berries before they are ripeJ

that is, the poet apologized for the fact that his own art imma-

ture and by plucking them Milton symbolizes his return to verse
writing and states specifically in lines

8-14

the occasion that ooa,-

pels him to write in praise of his :f'riend. 6 The name lqcidas is
selected. .from Idyl VIl

ot Theocritus.

favorite shepherd singer who excels.

In this Idyl, ]Jcidaa is a
The oocuion and praise or the

dead shepherd are given in traditional manner, dating .from Iql I
of Theocritus.

In the lut three of these linea

12-14, Milton

explains1 whom. w thence forward accept as illpersonatinc King, vu

himself gifted in song and must not be left UI1lllourned..7
Then follows in lines 15-22 the invocation to the Muses, the
nine goddesses represented as presiding over song, the various depart-

ments of literature and the liberal arts.

In literature, their tra-

ditional significance is that of inspiring and helping poets.a
Begin then, Sisters of tha sacred well
That frOl'll beneath the seat of JCHe doth
springJ
Begin, and somelib.at l o ~ sweep the string.

Hence with denial vain and coy excuaeJ
So mq some gentle Muse
With luek;y words ftNor my destin•d urn,
And as he passes turn,
And bid fair peace be to my sable shroud.19

6John Kilton, llinor Poeu, ed. James E. Thomas, (Hew Yorks
Silver, Burdett and Company, 189,), PP• ll7-8.
7Ibid.
8w!Il'iam F. Thrall and Addison Hibbard, A. Handbook to Literature
(New York: The Odyssey Press, 1936)• p. 262. - - - - -

9f{cidy 1 11. 1$-22.

_ _ _ _,
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Milton, in the first four lines, implies that he sets himself once
again to force the poetic mood and he is asking the Muses from the
depths of his heart not to deny him or find excuses, but to help
him with his poem.

In the last four of these lines, 19-22, Milton

expresses the hope that he himself may be favored with a similar tribute a,f love and song, by some poets when he too is dead.lo
In lines 23-36 comes the appearance of the poet as a shepherds
For we were nurs 1 d upon the se1f-same hill•
Fed the same nock b;y fountain, shade and
rillJ
Together both• ere the high lawns appear I d
Under the opening eyelids of the Morn•
We drove a field, and both together heard
'What ti.me the gray-fly winds her sultry
horn,
Battening our noeks Y.i.th the :fresh dews or
night,
Oft till the star that rose at evening
bright
Toward heaven's descent had slop 14 his
Westering wheel.
Meanwhile the rural ditties wre not mute•
Temper'd to the oaten nute;
Rough Satyrs dano 1d, ard Fauns v.lth cloven
heel
From the glad sound would not be absent
.And old Damoetas loved to hear our songl

ffngJ

In these lines Milton

and Lycidas, Fdward King, are represented

in the tradi tional pastoral manner.

lounging 1n the fields.

They

are carefree shepherds,

Here is the recollection, pastorally expressed,

of their companionship at CaJllbridge, their walks and talks together
there, and their eamnon exeroi11es.

10Thomas,

Lo(hCit.

11Lycidas,ll. 2)-36.

In the aame manner it has already

been hinted to us that among those common exercises vas poetry.

One

reason 'Why :cycidas was not lamented in song was that he himself had

known how to sing and build the lo!ty rhyme.
In lines

37-49,

we have "pathetic fallacy4' J

all nature is repre-

sented as mourning i
But O the heavy change, now thou art gone,
Now thou art gone and never must return!

Thee, shepherd, thee the woods and desert
caves
With wild thyme and the gadding vine o 1 ergrown,
And all their echoes mourn.
The willows and the hazel copses green
Shall now no more be seen
Fanning their joyous leaves to the soft lays.
As killing as the canker to the rose,
Or taint-worm to the weanling herds that
graze,
Or frost to flowers that their gay wardrobe

wear,
When first the lfuite-th<r n blows,

Such Lycidas, thy loss to shepherds ear.12

According to Cleanth Brooks and John Edward Hardy, 'Who have made
a study of the poems of Milton, •The pathetic fallacy was strongly
used by Vergil (sic) and later pastora1ista, including the English
Spensert1 3 Milton dwells, however, on the beauty of the objects

rather than upon their griefs.

In lines 37-41, the poet expresses

his personal sense of loss, and, in imitation of the Alexandrians,
begins the pathetic fallacy, describes the grief of inanimate nature
at the death of one who was a universal favorite.

Milton has been

careful in this stanza not ti give us personifications of natures

Lycidas, 11. 37-~9.
l3John Milton, Poems. ed. Cleanth Brooks and John E. Hardy"
New Yorks Harcourt and Brace Company, 1951). p. 17.5.
ne Y. It. Bank1 LibrllJ'f
Prairie View A. & M. Cell...
•

,.,

-
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Woode ••• desert caves • • • and all their echoes mourn.

lines

42-49,

In the last

ve are presented with an emptied nature, a nature which

allows us to personify it only in the sense that i ta sounds seem mournful.; and the interpretation that they seem mournful is justified by

It is the ear of the ahepherd speaker that has

the concluding lines.
been affected.

Milton is not only sqing that he can no longer hear

the song of Iqcidas, but the music of nature which accompanied that
song and which prompted the song has also been stilled.

The voice oE

nature is not silenced by her own grief; the change which the death 1
of Lycidas has barought is not actuall:y a change in nature itselfJ the

death is not a loss to nature, but a numbing of the poet I a seneitivi ty to nature.

"What has happened to the ear is particularized

quite explicitly; it is the same thing that happens to the sheep when
the taint-worm attaeks them or that happem to early nowers cut off
by a late frost.

It

i■

a

though the shepherd in his grief, though

he still calls himself HShepherd, 11 sees himself reduced to the leYel
of his charges, the sheep themselves in his relation to the forces of

nature.14
This passage is often refeITed to as the only direct expression
of the poet I s grief.

In fact, the poem at no other point bespeaks

any- tender relation between Milton and King nor does its artificiali-cy-

lend itself to expression of true grief.
Lines

50-55

contain the conventional reproach of the nymphs for

their failure to be at hand when cycidas was drowned.

14~ - ,

p. 176 •

Moreover, the
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!'utility of any attempts to rescue one in such circumstances ie
emphasized:
'Where were ye, Nymphs, when the remorseless
deep
Closed o•er the head of your lOV" 1d Lycidas?
For neither were ye playing on the steep
;.ni re your old bards, the famous Druids lie,
Nor on the shaggy top of Mona high,
Nor yet where Deva spreads her wizard
stream.15
In the lines above, the appeal to the Nymphs is an imitation of

Theocritus, in Idyl I, and or Virgil's Eclogue X.

Milton, like Tb.eo-

critUB, addresses the nymphs of those special localitie8 which were
near the scene of King•• shipwreck.
with the Muses.

Virgil identifies the izymphe

Milton calls the Druids priests • bards of the classic

Muses, not in the general sense because they practiced. poetry, but
with reference to a legend which he afterwards finished in hie Latin
poem, Manso. 10 Although thi8 is considered one of the most artificial
of the conventions, it vas used frequent~, perhaps to prepare for the

next lines, 56-64, in which the poet admits that the nymphs vould have
been helpless, even if' they had been present.

All efforts to save

:cycidas would have been futilei
Ay

me, I fondly dreamJ

Had ye been there for

what could

that have done?

What could the Muse herself that
Orpheus bore,
The Muse herself, for her enchanting
song

lSLycidas, ll. 50-55.
l6John Milton, Poetical Works, ed. David Masson {London, The
Macmillan Company, 19()3) 1 pp. 281.82 •
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Whom universal nature did lament
When by the rout that made the hideOUB
roar
His gory visage down the stream was
sent,
Down ttle swift Hebrua to the Lesbian
shoretl7

Next comes Milton's first digression.

Following the traditional.

use of the pastoral elegy to express in modest disguise the poet I s

own aspirations and poetic achievements.

Milton uses this passage

aa an opportunity to give his views on the high office of the poet,

the dignity of learning and study, and to bewail the condition into
which poets and poetry have fallen.18

Alasl what boots it with incessant
care
tend the homely slighted shepherd'•
trade,
And strictly meditate the thankless
To

Muse?
Were it not better done, as others use 1

To sport with AJnaryllis in the shade,

Or with the tangles of Neaera•s hair?
Fame is the spur that the clear spirit

doth raise
That last infirmity of noble mind
To scorn delights and live laborious
claysJ

But the fair guerdon 'When we hope to
find,

to burst out into sudden
blaze,
Comes the blind Fury with the abhorred shears,
And slits the thin-spun life. •But
not the praise,•
And think

17qcid.88 1

n.

56-63.

l8Thomas, ~• cit. 1 p. 119.
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Phoebus replied, and touch 1d n.y tremling earaJ
"Fame is no plant that grows
on mortal. soil,
Nor in the glistering foil
Set off to the world, nor in

broad rumour lies,
But lives and spreads aloft

by those pure eyes
And perfect rltness of all. judging JoveJ
As he pronounces la!Stly on

each deed,
Of so Dl\lch f a:me in heaven expect

thy meed.•19
The pastoral landscape disappears as Milton meditates on the

nature of fame and the seeming futility of the poets efforts to apply
himself to poetry.

James H. Hanford, in his study of Milton's poems,

says of this passages

The blind Fury, ~tropos, is one of the three fatee
of classical mythology, who cut the thread of life with
this instance, in the death of King, may, he fears,
also prematurely allot him the same fate. Yet the spur
to high endeavor is fame, fame divinely inepired.20
Brooks and Hardy say of this passage,

True fame here is distinguished from •broad
rumour11 the sense in which the term is first used
in the passage. The fame of which Phoebua speaka
has taken on something of the meaning of "praise.•
But not the praise, Phoebus replied., a word retaining from its Latin root a much stronger sense ot
evaluation and judgment than fame usu~ carries.
The effect of 1pronounce 1 may also be noted, "Jove"
pronounces lastly on each deed with its sense of an

191ycidas, n. 64-84.
20John Milton, Poems, ed. James H. Hanford, (New York: The
Ronald Press Company, 1953), p. 145.
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authoritative judgment behind the "speaking" which,
again, f ame does not ordinarily have. True fame
is immortal, and does not grow on mortal soil.21
The poet's mind is led upward to that place where the poet's fame
lives and spreads aloft by the pure eyes of the everlasting God.
The poet has used classical figures to express the Christian God. 1s
conception of f ame; he affects with perfection, the mingling of
classical allusions with Christian concepts. 22

In l i nes 85-1~2, Milton resumes his pastoral style.

He apologizes

to Arethuse who typefies Greek pastoral verse, for his digression
fame.

on

1hen he proceeds with a procession of pastoral dieties who hold

judicial inquiry into the ci rcumstances of Iqcidas' death.
fountain !rethuse, and thou honored
flood,
Smooth-:U.iding Mincius, crowned with
vocal reeds,
That strain I heard was of a higher
mood.
But now my oat proceeds,
And listens to the herald of the sea,
That came in Neptune's plea.
He asked the waves, and asked the
felon winds,
What hard mishap hath doomed this
gentle swain?
And questioned every gust of rugged
wings
'!hat blows from off each beaked
promontory.
They knew not of his story;
And sage Hippotades their answer
brings,
That not a blast was from his
dungeon strayed:
0

21John Milton, Poems, ed. Cleanth Brooks and John E. Hardy,
(New York: Harcourt Brace Company, 1951), p. 177 •
22 Loc. cit.

--
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The air was calm, and on the level
li>rine
Sleek Panope' with all her sisters
played.
It was that fatal and perfidious

bark,

Bui1t in the eclipse, aid rigged with
curses dark,
That sunk so low that sacred head of
thine.
Next, oamus, reverend Sire, went
footing slow
His mantle hairy, and his bonnet sedge
In wrought with figures dim, and on
the edge
Like to that sanguine flower inscribed
with woe.
"Ahl who hath rert.... • quoth he, 0 m;r
dearest pledge?"~)

David Masson, a historian, who has made a study of John MD.ton• s poetical works has this to sq about the above listed lines:

Arethuse, is personification of a fountain near
Syracuse, haunted by the pastoral Muse. Minoiu.s is
an Italian river near which Vergil (sio) vas born •
.Arethuse typefies Greek pastoral ver~and Minoius, the
Latin. The first, as Masson remarks, consequently
suggests the Greek, the second the Latin pastoral.
This address to the fountains, suggestive o:t the Greak
and Latin masters of the pastoral, and the suooeeding
passage, inform us that Milton has resumed the oaten
pipe of the true shepherd Muse. Milton asks the seafolk regarding Lycidas' death and Triton, son or Neptune, came in behalf of Neptune, to summon them all
at Neptune's call, winds and waves could not reply,
but Hippotades, Eolus, god of the wind8 brings their
answer. The sea was calm when the ship went down.
Panope was one of the sea-nymphs. By describing her
as 11 sleek" and at play with her sisters, Milton indicates the smoothness of the sea. The genius of the
Cam River and of Cambridge University was natural.4"
one of the mourners for Lycidas. He comes attired in

2317cidas, ll. 85-l.07.
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a mantle of the hairy river-'W8ed that floats down
the C811l; his bonnet is of the sedge of that river,
which exhibits peculiar markings, something l.ike "ilasl
Alas I" lihich the Greeks detected on th leaves of the
hyacinth, in token of the sad death of the Sp~tan
youth from whose blood the nover had sprung.24
The

fountain arethuse is found in Theocritus• Idyl.

In classical

'

reference, he names Triton, who represents Neptune in seeking the
cause of the shipwreck; also he mentions Camus, the patron god of
the river Cam, Cambridge.

This tradition reflects innuence of both

Theocritus and Virgil.
Lines 113-131 contain Milton's seoond digression fro."11. his theme.
This digression is against the Established Church of England as it

was being administered by the Archbishop Lauds
How well could I have spar 1d for thee,
young swain,
Enow of suoh as for their bellies• sake
Creep, and intrude, and climb into the
fold.I
Of other care they little reckoning make
Than how to scramble at the shearers'
feast.
And shove awq the worthy bidden guest.
Blind mouthsl that scarce themselves
know how to bold
A sheep-hook, or have learnt aught
else the least
That to the faithful. herdsman•a art
belongsl
'What rocks it thent? What need they-?
They are sped;
And, when they list, their lean am
_ lashy songs

24John Milton, Poetical Worka, ed. David Masson, (New York:
The Macmillan Company, 1903), P• 283.
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Grate on their scrannel pipes of
wretched straw.
The hungry .sheep look up, and are not
fed,

But, swoln with wind and the rank
mist they draw,
Rot inwardl.y, and foul contagion
spreadJ
Besides what the grim wolf with privy
pav

Daily devours apace, and nothing •aid•
But that two-handed engine at the
door
Stands readY. to snd:te once, and smite
no more.2.5

st.

Peter, the Pilot of the OaJ i lean Lake, as the first bishop

of the church is here introduced in the regular bishop's garb.

He,

as the guardian of the church he founded, and the legendary keeper
of the keys to he~en, laments the death of King who vas preparing
It seems natural that Milton should lalllent the

for the church.

death of so promising a youth, -who might possibly- have reformed the
degrading clergy.

Milton, a.s St. Peter, while not attacking the church

as an institution, condemns a large section of the ministry on three
counts:
l.

Man;r are guided by unworthy- motivesJ they- take
orders inthe church for worldly- gain. The
dead youth wu preparing for the church, of which
he wm.tl.d have been a pure, devoted servant. He
is gone, and the voice of st. Peter, typical
head of the Ohurch speaks of the :many who reraain,
false pastors, 'Who care only to shear their .tlooka,
to scramble for church livings, and shove ayay
those whom God has called to be ministers . 26

2.

They are ignorant as well as filled with empty
and false doc:llrines. The congregation, hungry-

251yc1das,
26Hanrord.,

n.

££•

113-31.
cit., p.

147.
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for the word of God, looks up to the "blind
mouths. 11 Milton is speaking of the bishops

and the pastors of the established state church.
A bishop is a watchman, an aver-3eer, and a
pastor is a shepherd, -feeder of the sheepJ and
the flock is not fed. Swollen with the empty
and false doctrine of words without instructions,
the people rot in their sou1s and spread contagion, besides what the Devil, great enemy of
the Christian Sheepfold, daily devours.

3. They are negligent in performing their duties,
against that wolf, the Church of Rome., which
was making many converts at that ti.me. No use
is made of the sacred word that can subdue him,
the word of Ood.
Milton concludes this digression with a prophecy of speedy

retribution:
But that two handed engine at the
door
Stands ready to smite once and
smite no more.
The meaning of these lines is disputed, but it is generally felt

that Milton meant the "sword of Justice," or the •two-edged swordu of
Revelations., 1:16.

The idea evidently is that retribution is at

hand.27

The invocation to Al.pheus., a river God, and the Sicilian Mwse
signifies Jfil.ton' s return to the pastoral. strain after the digression
on the corruption of the Church.

Lines 1.32-151 contain his exquisite

"fiower passage" contentional in earlier pastoral poetrys
Return, ilpheus; the dread voice is past.
That shrunk thy- streams J return.,
Sicilian Muse,

27ThOJ11&S.,

~• _ill., p. l21.
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.And call the val.es, and bid them
hi th.er cast

Their bells and nowereta of a
thousand hues

Ye valleys low, where the wild

'Whispers use
Of shades, and wanton winds, and
gushing brooks,
On -whose fresh lap the swart star
sparely looks,
Throw hither all your quaint

enamell 1d eyes,

'.l.'hat on the green turf suck the

honey 1 d showers,
And

purple all the ground with

vernal flowers.
Bring the rathe primrose that
forsaken dies,
The tufted crow-toe and paJ.e
jesaamina,
The white pink and the pansy fread 1d
with jet,
The glowing violet,
The 11.usk-rose., and the well-attir 1d
woodbine,

With cowslips van that hang the
pensive head
And every flowr that sad embroider;r

wans
Bid amaranthus all his beauty shed,
And daffadillies fill their cup with

tears,
To strew the laureate hearse -where

Lycid liea.28
This passage is recongized as one of the finest in all Milton!s
poetey despite its artificiality.

The idea of enumerating a number

of nowers is a part of the pastoral tradition and its popularity is
attested by the fact that poets used flowers that were out of season.
Milton uses three kinds of berries and eleven kinds of flowers.

26qcidas, 11. 132-151.

Ao-
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cording to Greg, none of the flowers and none of t..lie berries would
have been in season when the poem presumably was written. 2 9 Milton
in~utter disregard of the seasons, bestows liberally upon the dead,
all the pastoral resources of fiora1 decorations.

Aooording to

Brooks, the flowers are not really wearing "sad embroidery- for LycidasJ
the cups of the daffodillies are not filled with tears for him.

Nature

is neutral; it does not participate in grief for the dead man. 11 .30
This artificiality, however, does not detract from the exquisite beauty
of the passage.
'lhe laureate hearse is not definitely identified.

It i■ lmown

that King's body was not recovered from the sea, so whether the hear••
refers to the bier on which coffins traditionally rested or to the

t011lb 1 the fact remains that each was empty of

King••

body.

It is the

literal realism, in the face of these cir0Ulll8tances of King•a death,
that gives the pusage much of its strength.
Linea l.52-164 attest the fact that Milton recognized the artificiality of the "flower passage" and that he was attempting to recapture

the pastoral spirit by playing with the false notion that Lycidas•
body was lying before him, although, in reality it was far, far aways
For so, to interpose a little ease,
Let our frail thoughts dally with
false surmise
Jy mel whilst thee the shores and
sounding seas
Wash far away - where•er thy bones
are hurled
Whether beyond the stormy Hebrides,

29oreg, nn. cit., P• l.4 0
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Brooks and Hardy, 9?_. oi

t.,

p • 18 3 •
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Where thou perhaps, under the
whelming tide,
Visit 1 st the bottom of the monstrous
world.J

_

Or whether thou, to our moist vows

denied,
Sleep•st by the fable of Bellerws old,
"Where the great Vision of the guarded

Mount
Looks toward Namanoos and Bayona I s
holds
Look bOJ1eward, .Angel, now, and melt
with ruth,
And, O ye dolphins., waft the hapless

youthl3l

·

This is a realistic passage to which Milton gave careful attention.
Since King was drowned in the Irish sea, his bones may have been
washed out through the northern passage into the Atlantic, beyond the

"stormy Hebrides."

"'llle fable Bellerus old", and the great vision

of the guarded mount

are 8111.0ng the m.iroales of imaginative utterance.

Mamancos and Bayona•s hold are points on the coast of Spain, toward
which Michael gazes in defiance of the fortified castle.32
Milton calls on the .Angel, Michael, to look down with pity on
the sea tossed body of Iqoidasi

Look homeward, Angel, now, and melt
with ruth~

.And, 0 ye dolphins, waft the hapless
youth&

Milton appeals to the dolphins, who rescued Arion, a Greek poet and

musician, from the sea, to oorwey safely by water the helpless body
of the youth, Iqcidas .

3l:tyrcidas,

Milton had in mind that since the dolphins

n. 152-164.

32Brooks, .QE.• ~•• p.

183-84
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were supposed to be friendly to mankind and especially susceptible

to the charms of music, they could properly be invoked to bring
the body of Lycidas to shore.

pagan and Christian.

Here again is the intermingling of

This looking down is conventional putoral

in the tradition of the poet,

v1rg11.34

Milton turns to the "consolation" and the declaration of belief
in some form of immortality in lines

165-185.

The u consolation" marks

the poet I s graceful submission to the inevitable and his conviction

that, after all, everything has turned out for the best.

The poet's

recovery from grief is expressed in his admonition to the shepherds,
Weep no more, woeful shepherds,
weep no more
For Lycidas, your sorrow, is not dead,
Sunk though he be beneath the watery
floor.
So sinks the day-star in the ocean bed,
And yet anon repairs his drooping head,
And tricks his beams, and with newspangled ore
Fla.mes in the forehead of the morning
sl<yt

So Lycidas sunk low, but mounted high,
Through the dear might of him that
walk 1 d the waves,
Where, other groves and other streams
along
With nectar pure his oozy locks he
laves,
And hears the unexpressive nuptial song
In the bleat Kingdoms meek of joy and
love.
'.Ihere entertain him all the saints
above,
In solemn troops and s-weet societies,

3fiiirooks, 21?.•

£!!•,

184.
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'lhat sing, and singing in their
glory move,
And wipe the tears for ever from

his eyes.
Now, Lycidas, the shepherds weep
no more;
Henceforth thou art the Genius of
the shore,
In thy large recompense, and shalt
be good
To all that wander in that perilous
flood.3.5
In t his passa ge Mil ton makes his first appeal to the Christian.

supernatural.
is not dead.

Lycidas, though he is !!JUllk beneath the watery floor,

The sun, the dq star, sinks into the sea where its

strength i s r epaired., and it rises flaming in the new morning sky.

Lycidas, though once sunk low, is now mounted high, in a pastoral
setting, where he is entertained by the saints.

That this new state -

that of immortality - is best after all is expressed in the lines

addressed to lzy"cidas,
Now, Lyoidas, the shepherds weep
no more;
Henceforth thou art the Genius of
the shore,
In thy large recompense, and shalt
be good
To al l that wander in that perilous
flood.
King is now the presiding dei ty of the shore which more than compensates
for his tragic end.

King, of course, can be counted upon as presiding

deity to treat kindly any shepherd who suffers King's fate.

To Milton

King has not only achieved immortality, he has taken on new glory as

3

Lycidas , ll. 165-185.

&

presiding deity.

With line 185, the pastoral elegy ends.

However,

Mil ton adds an Epilogue, lines J.86-l.93, in which he acknowledges hi

indebtedness to the pastoral tradition and verse - the Doric lay, and
still in the guise of the nuncouth11 shepherd, Milton vows to continue
his poetic endeavors in fields anew,
'l'hus sang the uncouth swain to the

oaks and rills~
While the still Morn went out w.i. th
sandals gra:y.
He touch 1 d the tender stops of various
quills,
With eager thought warbling his Doric
layJ
And now the sun had stretch'd out all
the hills,
And now was dropt into the western bay.
At last he rose, and twitch 1 d his mantle
blue:
Tomorrow35o fresh woods and pastures
new. Milton, as the "uncouth swain" has adopted the pastoral conventions
and traditions recognized in the classical practice as a natural mode
of expression of sorrow over the loss of a friend.

To Milton, this

pastoral setting was not merely an ornament but an essential element in
the artiS,tic writing of the poem and it tended to idealize and dignify
the expression of his sorrow and to exalt this tribute to the memory
of his friend.37

So pleased was Mil.ton 'With the "Doric lay" that he

declares his intention of retaining the shepherd I s garb and of continuing to write in the pastoral tradition.

3¼cidas,

n.

186-193.

37 aeorge Norlin, "Conventions of the Pastoral Elegy," American
;Journal of Philology, XXXIT, (1911), PP• 294-5
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Iqcidas marked the full flowering of Milton•s poetic geni'll.8 in
English verse.

Mil ton I s genius in Lycidas was unhampered by any

peculiarity of artistic temperament or any restrictions imposed by
the verse fonns he used.

The conventions of the form selected in

the case of Lycidas were most congenial to him.

According to Harris

F. Fletcher,
The chief distinction of Lycidas is its complete
success with all pastoral elements employed. The
very conventions of the pastoral, which he so caref'ully observed, because for him the llllObtrusive · means
of definitely locating the setting of the poem in the
English countryside. Lycidas is his greatest shorter
poem, and for complete mastery of form and poetic
utterance, stands alone in the language. The conventionalized structure of tge poem makes it, suitable
for lamenting any death.3
cycidas is laid out on the lines of accepted pastoral fiction;
like them, it offers ~quisite touches of idealized rural life.

The

pastoral conventions used by Milton in Lycidas were dear to him because
of the freedom they gave hlln to assemble in .a single poem, the images
and fancies from the "Whole range of his learning and culture.
was a classical scholar with a marvelous memory.

Milton

The form of the poem

shows Milton's familiarity with the pastoral elegies, but it is in no
real sense, a slavish imitation of the classic elegy or of any of the
forms based on the elegy.

.

Lycidas, is the happiest illustration in the language of the eom-

36John Milton, ~ Complete Poetical Works, ed. Harris F. Fletcher
(Cambridge: The Riverside Press, 1941), pp. 1i4.15.
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bination of tradition and individual talent, of passionate feeling
kept in check by a highly developed sense of form.
Perhaps no better words can be found to sum up Milton's contribution to the success of the pastoral elegy than these words by
Hanford, whom I quote:
Ttie works of three or four great names sum up the
pastoral tradition before Lycidas. It is to thElll
that poets look for inspiration - Theocritus, Virgil
and Spenser - with these Milton felt a kinship of
genius; from them when he chose to write at all in
the most conventional of literary forms , he drew
both the conventions t hemselves and the secret of
finding his way beyond them into the realms of
lofty and original poetry.39

CHAPTER IV
CRITICISMS OF LYCIDAS AND SUBS~UENT

DECLINE OF THE PASTORAL ELEGY

Mil ton adopted the pastoral sty.J.e in Lycidas because the form
was oonnnon during his day .

The pastoral elegy., having originated

with Theocritus and adopted by Virgil., had for many centuries sunk

into obscurity; but during the Renaissance, it was revived.

At first

it was popular in Italy, later it found many imitators in France,
Spain, and England.

It was not surprising that Milton adopted thi

style as suitable to express his feelings for the death of King.
qcidas, however., has been the subject of much criticism.

Cne

of its most severe critics was Dr. Samuel Johnson, who said,
One of the poems on which much praise has been
bestowed is Lycidas; of 'Which the diction is
harsh., the rhymes uncertain, and the numbers unpleasing. What beauty there is we must therefore
seek in the sentiments and images. Passion plucks no
berries from the my.rtle and ivy., nor cal.is upon
Arethuse and Mincius., nor tells of rough satyrs and
fauns with the cloven heel. Where there is leisure
for fiction., there is little grief. In tllis poem
there is no nature., for there is no truth; there is
no art., for there is nothing new.. Its form. is that
of a pastoral., easy, vulgar and therefore disgusting.1
Johnson ' s criticism does not end there.

He addsi ·

This poem has yet a grosser faul.t. With. these
triflings are mingled the most awful and sacred
truths, such as ought never to be polluted wi.th
such irrelevant combinations. • • The shepherd

Engli) and

1charles w.

Mounton (ed.) Literary Criticisms of'
.AJllerican Authors, (New York: Henry- Mallcan Publishers 1910

p.

254.

'

'
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is now a feeder of sheep, and afterwards an
ecclesiastical pastor, a superintendent of a
Christian flock. Such equivocations are always
unskillful; but here they are indecent, and at
least approach to impiety.2
Another critic, Thomas Green agrees with Johnson that, "Lycidas
breathes little sincere sorrow, and is therefore essentially defective
as a monody. 11 3
On the other hand, many critics

and inspiring.

have fourxl LycidM brilliant

Thomas Warton says of it,

In Lycidas there is perhaps more poetry than sorrow•
Let us read its poetry. It is true that passion
plucks no berries from the myrtle and ivy, nor calls
upon Are thus and Mincius, nor tells of rough satyrs
with cloven heel. But poetry does thi s and in the
hands of Milton does it with a peculiar and irresistible

oharm.4
Another critic., high in praise of Milton was William Hazlitt
who sees in I.Jcidas, much of the feeling Johnson denies it.

Hazlitt

is quoted as s~g,
Lycidas is the first emanation of classical sentiioont
in a youthful scholar, most musical, most melancholy.
A certain tender gloom overspreads it, a wayward
abstraction, a forgetfulness of his subject in the
serious reflections that arise out of it. The gusts
of passion come and go like the sounds of music borne
on the wind. The loss of the friend whose death he
laments seems to have recalled with double force, the
reality of those speculations 'Which they had indulged

2Ibid.

3Ibid.
4Ibid.
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together; we are transported to classic ground,
and a ll73'sterious strain steals resp9nsive on the
ear while we listen to the poet w.i th eager thoughts
and aeeds.5
F.ciward Masson approves not only the subject matter, but the versi-

fication also.

He is quoted as saying,

The art of verse is a study in itself. The
lines are mostly the oonnnon iambics of five
feet, but every now and then there is an m:-

quisi tely managed variation of a short line
of three iambic. Then the interlinlpng and
intertwining of the rhymes, sometimes in pairs,
sometimes in threes, or evf!N in fives, and at
all varieties of intervals, from that of the
contagious couplet to that of an unobserved
chime or stanza of some length, are positive
perfection. Occasionally, too, there is a line
that does not rhyme; and in every such case,
though the rhyme is not missed by the reader's
ear, in so much music is the line embedded, yet
a delicate artistic reason may be detected or
fancied for its formal absence.6
According to Thomas, Rev. Mark Pattison,

11

-whose admiration for Milton

blinds him to any defects in Milton's poetry, says of Lyoidas:

This piece, unmatched in the 'Whole range
of English poetry, and never again to be equalled
by Mil ton himself, leaves all criticism behind.
Indeed, so high is . .the poetic note here reached,
that the common ear fails to catch it. Lycidas
is the one touchstone of taste; the eighteenth
century criticism could not make anything of
it ••• For, 'While the equable and temperate
emotion of L'Allegro allowed of direct expression
in the poet's own person., t he burning heat of
passion in Lycidas has to be transferrecil into

Ibid.

6J ames E. Thomas, Select Minor Poems of John Milton, (New Yorks
Silver Burdett and Company, 1895)., P• 74.

--
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the artificia.L framework of the conventional
pastoral to make it approachat>le. 7

Thompson sums up 'What many critics have to say about lzy'cidas
in these words:

Lycidaa is a rich composite of all the best that
literature has to offer • •• No finer instance than
Lycidas can be found of the artist• s true receptivity. 8

If on no other point, one finds all of one accord on this one
point - "Lyoidas is

tru:cy the work of a genius. '

From the nature of the criticisms of Milton, one can easily see

that although many failed to approve of his subject matter and form,
all. agreed that he was truly an artist.

It is no small worder that

his influence was felt over a period of more than one century.
During the fifty year period, extending from l660-1710• the interest
in pastoral poetry steadil.y increased.

There was a definite revival

of interest in classical writers, especially Virgil and Theocritus.
This is evidenced by the great number of tz!anslations of these authors,
by the numerous imitations of their writings and a.Lao by the extensive

use of those characteristics which have marked their poetry, name.cy
the conventions.

Every writer 'Who wished to make a name for himself

in the field of literature attempted to write in the pastoral vein.

Some very loee]y' poems were written at the time of the death of Queen

Mary.

In additionthere were a number of poems possessing slight

Ibid.

aElbert N. s.

Thompson, Essqs on Milton, (New Haven: Ya.le
University Press, 1914),p. 30.
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pastoral features.

These poems are interesting in th~ they show

the extent of the general pastoral spirit in literature, as well as
the effort that was being made to keep this charming type of poetry
alive in the minds of the English people.9
The pastorals suffered perhaps because there was a growing
tendency toward too much artificiality and elegance of style at the
sacrifice of the simplicity and sincerity which marked the pastoral.a
of earlier times.

So, despite the translations, imitations, and

obvious efforts to keep the form alive, the pastoral elegy began to
decline aroWld 1710, and except for a few brilliant sparsely scattered
pastoral elegies, it never again reached the heights achieved before
and during the time of MD.ton.

Upon these few works, the definite

influence can be seen:
Percy Bysshe Shelley, 1792-1822, was the first
of the later elegaists to reflect the influence of
Milton. In 1021, he wrote "Adonis" one of the finest
elegies in the English Language, in praise of the
poet, John Keats. In his grief Shelley preserves a
sense of unreality, and cal.l.s in many shadowy allegorical figures such as Sad Spring, Weeping Hours, Glooms,
Splendors, Destinies, etc., all uniting in bewailing
the loss of a lov-ed one. According.ty, the whole poem
is a succession of dream pictures, exquisitely beautiful,
such as only Shelley could imagine. Despite its artificiality and other superficial elements, 11 Adonis 11 ranks
with Lyci<1as as a pastoral elegy. 10
Alfred, Lord Tennyson was a Victorian poet who felt
the influence of Milton. In ltl.SO, Tennyson wrote In
Memoriam, a series of lyrica, all in the same stanza
form, in memory of his dear friend and college mate,
Arthur Henry Hallam. The poem, composed at intervals

-9J. Nicholas, A Select Collection of Poems with Notes Biographical ~ Historical, (London: n.p.;-1782) V, p. 105-6.10william J. Long, English Literature (Bostons Ginn and
Company, 1919), P• 4170
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during a seventeen (17) year period, reflects
Milton's influence in the recording of Tenn;yson•s
sorrow at Hal.lam's death, the slightly pastoral
landscape introduced, the reiigious doubts into
which Hall.am. 1 s death certain scientific theories
carried him., and finally the ending which depicts.,
as per Milton, the triumph of faith.
The last poet of any note whose poetry reflected the influence
of Milton's Lycidas was Matthew Arnold, 1822-.1888.

Arnold, OlCford

educated poet and critic who became headmaster of Rugby Chapel., wrote
an elegy

11

Thrysis 11 on the death of his friend

Henry Clough.

am

fellow poet, Arthur

"Thrysis 11 like Arnold's "The Scholar Gypsyt' portrays

beautifully t he countryside around Oxford which Arnold had always
loved.
in

11

Many of the pastoral. conventions found in

Thrysis 11 and it too ends on a note of hope.

11

Iqcidas are present
Thryris" like

Shelley's "Adonis" deserves to be ranked along with Lycidas.
11

However,

Adonis 11 and "Thrysis 11 owe to Lycidas a debt which Lycidas owes to no
other poem.

11

Lycidasu is the greatest pastoral elegy of them

an. 11

There are few other poems in the English language that deserve
the .label pastoral" elegy.

Certainly none that deserve mention in the

same voice with Lycidas.
The recent interpreters of Milton have made an effort to see him
clearly in his intellectual, as earlier students had done., in his
iiterary and political relationships.

With the decline of aot,ive

prejudice against his theology- there has come a higher valuation of
his original contribution as a humane and pbilosophioal thinker.

~us.,

it has come to be clearly seen that the modern mind need not be

1¾.Joward Masterman.,
Sons., 19()1) p. 24.

~

Age

~ Milton

(London: George Bell and
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alienated from Milton by the fact that he expressed his thought in
a terminology -which has now become obsolete.

The problems of human

life and destiny are really the same in al.L ages and anyone who has
grappled with experiences as sincerely and powerfully as Milton did
will have a message for woever takes the trouble to learn his language.
~lilton 1 s system gives order to his convictions and it is possibl

to

convert it, after a fashion, into more modem terms. 12
The decline of the form and of Milton's influence may be attributed in part to the rise of a modern romantic literature, which
rendered Milton's Lycidas less necessary as a rallying point for
poetic enthusiasm.

And it may be attributed in part to Milton's

increasing remoteness in an age no longer thoroughly discip ined in
c.Lassical knowledge and thought.
Milton, today is no longer,in the degree that he was for over
a century after his death, a theme of heated controversy.

He has

become a classic, and as s uch is abandoned to the limited audience of
those who are equipped to read him.

For poets, his supreme mastery

of the language of the Gods, though no longer a thing to imitate,
has been and will long continue to be, an inspiration.
A lasting tribute to the genius of Milton and the influence of

qcidas can be found in the lines by a contemporary author&
Lycidas is the happiest illustration in the language
of the combination of tradition and individual talent,
of passionate feeling kept in check by a highly developed
sense of form.13

12James H. Hanford, A Milton Handbook, Fourth F.d., (New York:
Appleton-Century-Crofts, Inc., 1946), p. 345.
13Alexander M. Witherspoon, et. al. College Survey of English
New York: Harcourt Brace and Company, 1951), p. 388.
-

SUMMARY AND CONCLUSION
In summing up the traditions of pastoral poet.ry, one notices
in Theocritus' poetry, clear details of the Sicilian countryside.

As previously mentioned, characters in descriptive conversation
paint the background for their own songs in refreshing and colorful
diction, though simple.

Of

trees there are many, pine, oak, elm.

'llle waters are pure, cold and refreshing, coming from falling streams,
bubbling fountains, streamlets, and gurgling springs.

These pour in

and out through thickets, grwes, woodlands, and pass frolicking
flocks, nymphs, caves and mountains.

oodland notes, singing cica-

das, as ,rell as honey-breathing pipes, fill the air with pleasant
sounds.

Fragrant violets and narcissus and luxuriant scenes fill

the landscape.
In contrast, Virgil's scenes, though given in the same nammer
through characters, are not so clearly and distinctly drawn.
~

His

more faintly sketched by scanty reference to natural objects.

His woods, strange pastures, broad lands, forests, mountains, vales,
and hills lack the colorful and enchanting tones of Theocritus.

Virgil's eclogues lose something of the cha.rm that the idyls show.
But whether the setting is Theocritean or Virgilian, it is the
background for rustic life where the shepherd types never vary.

They

are fair shepherdesses and good shepherds who fall in and out of love;
such delight in simple life, folksongs, festivities, holiday sports,
the beauty of nature.
and song.

inspire it.

Their contentment is in nature, · youth, love

In songs they exalt this life and the gods and muses who
They pipe songs of love, courtship, flowers, flocks,
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and tell stories of nzy-thological personages to whom they pay homage.
A note of sadness occasionally appears, since death occurs, perhaps
through erotic sorrow.

Dirges then replace the gayer songs.

All

nature weeps with shepherd friends for the dead shepherd.
Through succeeding centuries poets used the pastoral mode more
and more, for in the guise of shepherd life, they had freer expression
for their personal feelings.

'Ihe pastoral was a veil which they used

in uttering personal reflections, not only of love but of political,
social and religious life.

Hence, the slight disguise of Theocritean

idyls became an extended allegory in later hands.
Milton's Lycidas represents the best of the whole elegaic traditions and serves as the point of greatest perfection in England.
In form the poem follows the conventions of the Greek pastoral

Elegy, the poet, Milton, and his friend, Edward King appearing in
the guise of shepherds.

In the Lycidas, Mil ton tells of the youth

of :Edward King, his life, his good deeds and causes of his death,
with a digression to pay tribute to poetry
corruption.

and.

to satirize church

At the end, the young man ascends to heaven and is

supremely happy.

There is a mingling of pagan and Christian elements,

and a freedom in borrowing from and referring to, the classical as
well as the Renaissance eclogists.

Milton shows the influence of

Theocritus, Moschus, and Virgil as well as Spenser.
of the most excellent of all pastoral elegies.

Lycidas is one

It is one of the

supreme pastoral elegies in the Engiish language and in it are crystallized for all time, the conventions of the pastoral elegy, namely:
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1.

statement of the occasion - announcement of
the death.

2.

the invocation to the Muses.

3. the pathetic fallacy - fiction that all nature
mourns .
rebuke of the nymphs.
the digressions - one on fame, foll.owed .later

•

by one on the church •
the procession of mourners
the flower passage.
the invective agai nst death.
the consolation or declaration of belief in
some form of immortality .

As has often been suggested, whether one finds unity or confusion
in Mi.Lton 1 s ideas, Lycidas remains the most exquisite example of

pastoral poetry in the English language.
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